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ABSTRACT 
 

This reseacth aims to reveal an understanding of the public spaces in traditional house of Javanese 

community. Three traditional houses of joglo types were selected as a representation of form aspects. For 

the representation of function aspects three life cycle ceremonies namely birth, marriage and death were 

chosen. The basic approach used was structuralism developed by Levi Strauss combined with categorization 

aspect in architecture by Capon and rotation function aspect - form - meaning by Salura and Fauzy. The first 

step in this research is to reveal the surface structure of function aspect by tracing elements and syntagmatic 

relations of the activities the life cycle.ceremonies. At the same time also made the disclosure the surface 

structure of form aspect by tracing elements and syntagmatic relations of case study houses. The next step is 

to analyze the binary opposition to get the paradigmatic relation between function and form aspect surface 

structure. The results are then interpreted further by linking it with traditional concepts that live in the 

community. The analysis showed that public spaces in traditional house of Javanese community is an 

integral part of the Java community in order to find salvation in life. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Public space is a mirror of public and private values that grow in a society [1]. The division of space 

into public and private areas is one of the key organizing principle and development of the urban physical 

space [2]. The distinction between private and  public areas such as those found in modern cities today 

have been found in the city of Ur in Mesopotamia more than four thousand years ago. This indicates a 

link between public and private space distinction and the way human beings relates to each other. 

Practice of public space construction by people in developing countries has been dominated by 

Western concepts.Globalization on the one hand encourages awareness of one's being as part of a global 

community, on the other hand pushes impetus to further preserve and strengthen the national identity. 

This phenomenon is known as the global paradox [3]. In this context, the development of the 

understanding of local value based public space becomes important.It is considered strategic to develop 

the understanding of Javanese public space as Javanese is one of the largest community in Indonesia.  

This study used structuralism approach developed by Levi-Strauss [4] combined with the 

categorization of architectural aspects by Capon [5] and ever-rotating theory of function - form - meaning 

aspects by Salura and Fauzy [6]. This approach has not been done in previous studies.The results shed 

light on local value based public spaces and provides an alternative way of reading a work of 

architecture. 

The usage and benefits of this research is firstly to give a new understanding of public space, 

secondly to provide an alternative way to read the works of architecture, thirdly to give input to all 

stakeholders associated with the design of public spaces, and finally to lift the public space based on local 

values in international calls. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

1. Study cases 

This research was done in Kotagede, a former capital of Islamic Mataram kingdom (1577 - 1818)  

[7]. Until now in Kotagede still can be found houses that are in well-maintained condition. 

To represent the form aspect, three traditional houses of joglo type were selected as study cases. The 

first study caseis the house owned by Mrs. Nurjohan which has complete spatial arrangement (dalem, 

pendhapa, gandhok kiwa, gandhok tengen, pawon and pekiwan). The second study case is the house 
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belongs to Mrs. Trisyani which has incomplete spatial arrangement (dalem, pendhapa, gandhok kiwa and 

pawon) and last study case is the house owned by Mr. Suwarsono which has the minimal spatial 

arrangement (dalem, gandhok kiwa and pawon). 

To represent the function aspect, three ceremonies of life cycle, namely birth, marriage and death 

were chosen. These three ceremonies of life cycle was chosen because Kotagede society is a traditional 

society that is still very tight run a tradition handed down by his ancestors. 

 

2. METHODS 

 

Using the structuralism principle developed by Strauss, the methods of this research can be 

elaborated into the following steps. 

a. Disclosure of function aspect surface structure 

This step is to identify the elements of three life cycle ceremonies which was continued by seeking 

the syntagmatic relationship to perform surface structure of function aspect.. 

b. Disclosure of form aspect surface structure 

This step is to identify the elements of three study cases and continued by seeking syntagmatic 

relationship to formulate the surface structure of form aspect. 

c. Disclosure of deep structure 

Using the binary opposition approach, an analysis is developed in this step to formulate the deep 

structure based on the surface structure of function and form aspects. 

d. Interpretation 

This last step is to interprete the deep structure by relating it to the traditional concepts of life which 

existed in Javanese society. 

 

Diagramatically the steps of this research can be described in the following figure. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Diagram of steps to disclosure the relationship among function – form – meaning aspects. 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

1. Disclosure of function aspect surface structure 

The first step is  to identify the elements of life cycle ceremonies consisting of: firstly prayer and 

offerings for the ancestorspirits, secondly prayer and offerings for supernatural objects, and thirdly feast/ 

bancakan.The three elements of life cycle ceremonies can be grouped into two based on the physical 

nature of the activity: firstly non-physical activity (prayer) and secondly physical activity (feast / 

bancakan). The description can be explained by the following scheme. 
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  Aktivity { 
Physical   : feast/ bancakan 

Non-physical { 
Supernatural Objects : prayer and offerings 

Ancestors : prayer and offerings 
      

 

Figure 2.Activity division based on physical nature 

 

In addition to the relation of binary opposition which is determined by the physical nature of the 

activity, a relationship of binary opposition can also be based on the respect, observance and 

implementation of the physical properties of the source of salvation in the life cycle ceremonies.The 

relationship of the three elements can be summarized into the following table. 

 

Table 1.Relatioshipamongelements of life cycle ceremonies 
   Elements of life cycle ceremonies 

 Relationship Character Prayer/ offering 

to the ancestors 

Prayer/ offering to the 

supernatural objects 

Feast/ 

bancakan 

1 Physical character of 

activity 

Non-physical Yes Yes No 

Physical No No Yes 

2 Physical character of 

salvation 

Non- physical Yes No No 

Physical No Yes Yes 

3 Respect Absolute Yes Yes No 

Relative No No Yes 

4 Observance High Yes Yes No 

Low No No Yes 

 

The description of the relationship and the binary opposition can be used to reveal the structure 

behind the ceremony of the life cycle (birth, marriage and death) which was held on houses of study 

case[8]. Firstly, the ceremony was an attempt to get  safety in the form of physical and non-physical 

activities. Secondly, physical activity in the form of feast/bancakan and non-physical activities consisting 

of prayer and offerings for ancestorspirits and the supernatural object. Binary opposition that existed at 

the ceremony activity can be described as follows. 

 

Prayer/ offering for 

the ancestorspirits 

and supernatural 

objects 

 
Prayer/ offering 

for the 

ancestorspirits 

 

Prayer/ offering for 

the supernatural 

objects 

(non-physical)     

 

 

 

 

 

    

(physical)     

feast/ bancakan     

 

Both poles which are in opposition to each other can be further incorporated and drawn into one model. 

Merging two binary oppositions is a structure of sources of salvation at the life cycle ceremonies (birth, 

marriage and death). 

 
Prayer/ offerings for the 

ancestorspirits 
 Prayer/ offerings for the 

supernatural objects 
  

 

 

 

 feast/ bancakan  
 

Associated with the life cycle ceremonies, the model can be developed further into a structure 

which exist behind the life cycle ceremonies in the Java community[9]. 
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2. Disclosure of form aspect surface structure 

  

 

 

House of Mrs. Nurjohan House of Mrs. Trisyani House of Mr. Suwarsono 

 

Figure 3.Three houses as study case 

 

From the three houses then one space/ building was selected, namely dalem, for further 

analysis.Dalem building consists of various elements that can be incorporated into various categories. 

Categorization can be done vertically or horizontally. Then from each categorization can be found 

detailed elements. 

 

a. Elements identification based on verticaland horizontal categorization 

In a vertical categorization of the building as a whole can be found elements of the bottom, middle 

and top. The bottom part is the floor, the middleconsists pillarsand the top part consists of the roof. In 

each of the elements (floors, pillars and roof) can be broken down again into more detailed 

elements.Horizontal categorization generates elements of the front - middle - back. The front is an emper, 

the center is jogan and the back is senthong. 

When the vertical and horizontal combined, it would seem that emper floor, emper pillars and 

emper roof is in the bottom - front category. Dalem is in the middle category either vertically or 

horizontally.Senthong is in the top - back category. Brunjung roof and saka gurupillars are in the middle 

–top category. Penanggap pillars and roof are in the middle - back category. 

Merging the two categorization resulted in three mutually opposing elements that can be grouped into 

two based on the position categorization: firstly elements at the middle/ back - top position and secondly 

elements which are in the front - bottom position. The description can be explained by the following 

scheme. 

 
      

 

Elements { 
Front – Bottom   : emper  

Middle/ Back – Top {
Middle – Top :saka guru pillars -  

brunjungroof 

Back – Top : senthong 
      

 

Figure 4.Elements division based on position 
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The three elements can be further explained by the relationship of binary opposition[10]. In addition 

to the relation of binary opposition which is determined by the vertical and horizontal position, a binary 

opposition relation can also be seen by the public observance to the provisions of the vertical and 

horizontal position. The relationship of the three elements can be summarized into the following table. 

 

Table 2.Relationshipamong physical elements ofdalembuilding 
   Physical elements ofdalembuilding 

 Relationship Character Senthong  Brunjungroof&sakagurupillars Emper/ emper 
pillars 

1 Vertical 

Categorization 

Top Yes Yes No 

Bottom No No Yes 

2 Horizontal 

Categorization 

Back Yes No No 

Front Now Yes Yes 

4 Observance High Yes Yes No 

  Low No No Yes 

 
The description of the relationship and the binary opposition can be used to reveal the structure lies 

behind the the physical elements  in dalem building. Firstly, the physical elements of the building consists 

of a physical element that was in front –bottom and middle/ back - top. Secondly, the physical element 

positioned at the front - bottom (emper - emper pillar) and physical elements which are at the middle/  

back - top which consists of saka guru pillars - brunjung roof and senthong. The binary opposition of 

physical elements can be described as the following. 

saka gurupillars –  

brunjungroofandsenthong 

 
saka gurupillars – 

brunjung roof 

 

senthong 

(middle/ back – top)     

 

 

 

 

 

    

(front – bottom)     

emper – emper pillars     

 
Both poles which are in opposition to each other can be further incorporated and drawn into one 

model. Merging two binary opposition is the structure of the relation between physical elements in dalem 

building. 

 
saka gurupillars – 

brunjung roof 
 senthong 

  

 

 

 emper – emper pillars  

 
Associated with a physical element in dalem building, the model can be further developed into an idea 

that lies behind the structure of traditional houses in the Java community. 

 

3. Disclosure of deep structure 

The house as a sanctuary for the family should be a place that can provide safety. Therefore, the 

existing spaces in a home must also be in harmony with the environment that is believed to exist in the 

Java community life. The environment consists of a supernatural environment, the nature and society 

[11].These environments can be grouped into two based on its physical properties and can then be drawn 

up a relationship. The relationship can be described as follows. 
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Environments { 
Supernatural   : spirit world 

Natural { 
Nature : universe 

Society : neighbour 

      

Figure 5.Division of environment based on physical nature 

In addition to the relation of binary opposition with regard to the physical properties of the 

environment (natural and supernatural) there is also binary oppositionswhich is based on the respect for 

and observance of the public against these environments. Overall elements that in the binary opposition 

can be summarized in the following table. 

 

Tabel 3. Relasi Unsur-unsur Lingkungan 
   Environment 

 Relationship Character Supernatural Universe Society 

1 Physical Characte Unseen Yes No No 

  Seen No Yes Yes 

2 Respect Absolute Yes Yes No 

  Relative No No Yes 

3 Observance High Yes Yes No 

  Low No No Yes 

 

Binary opposition that exist in the environment can be described as follows. 

Supernatural 

environment 

    

 

 

 

 

    

Natural 

environment 

 
Universe 

 
Society 

 

Both poles are in opposition to each other and can be further incorporated and drawn into one 

model. Merging two binary opposition resulted in a structure of the environment that must be maintained 

and kept in harmony. This structure is expressed in the spaces that exist in traditional houses of Javanese 

people. 

 

 Supernatural  

Environment 
 

  

 

 

 

Universe  Society 

Based on the results of the disclosure of function and form aspects surface structure, it can be seen 

that there is a transformation of socio-cultural phenomenon in traditional houses of the Java community. 

The surface structure can be made up in such a way that it can be placed various structures which shows 

the transformations  experienced by the structure [12]. 

Phenomenon which is seen in function aspect, namely the ceremonies of birth, marriage and death, 

are prayer and offerings to ancestor spirits, prayer and offerings for supernatural objects, and feast/ 

bancakan. Phenomenon which is seen in form aspect as can be seen in dalem is senthong (consisting of 

senthong tengah, senthong kiwa and senthong tengen), building relation with the universe, and emper. 

Various cultural phenomenon with such structures have been shown to be empirical. Transformation 

process can be read through the following table. 
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Tabel 4.Transformation of cultural phenomenon 
Cultural phenomenon Elements 

Life cycle ceremonies Prayer & offering for the 
ancestor spirits 

Prayer & offering for the 
supernatural objects 

feast/ bancakan 

Dalem Senthong tengah, senthong 

kiwa andsenthong tengen 

Saka guru pillars – 

brunjungroof 

Emper – emperpillars 

 

The relationship between a cultural phenomenon with another cultural phenomenon, in this case 

represent the function and form aspects, constitutes a logical transformation  relationship. That is, the 

relationship is not contained in the empirical level, but there is at the level of logic or reasoning.Surface 

structures that have been revealed in syntagmatic relations can also be read in paradigmatic relation thus 

demonstrate more tangible presence of such transformation as can be seen in the following figure. 

Cultural Phenomenon Elements 

Life cycle ceremonies Prayer & offering for the 

ancestor spirits 

 Prayer & offering for the 

supernatural objects 

 feast/ bancakan 

      

Dalem Senthong tengah, senthong 

kiwa dan senthong tengen 

 Saka guru pillars – 

brunjungroof 

 Emper – emper 

pillars 

Figure 6. Diagram of syntagmatic and paradigmatic relationship 

 

Based on the figure above, a whole series of cultural phenomena together with its elements can be 

read in syntagmatic (horizontal) and then compared paradigmatic (vertically) so it can be read that prayer 

and offerings for ancestor spirit with prayer and offerings for supernatural objects, compared with feast/ 

bancakan is the same as senthong (senthong tengah, senthong kiwa and senthong tengen) and saka guru 

pillars - brunjung roof, compared with emper - emper pillars. This shows that the similarities between 

cultural phenomenon is not so much the content but on the relation between phenomena, but on a 

different level. It also confirms that in  structural analysis content is not there anymore because the 

content is determined by the relation. So, there is a relation or in other words, content is the relationship 

itself [13]. 

If the structures that emerged as an empirical cultural phenomenon are associated with the 

environments which are believed to exist around the life of Javanese society, namely the society, the 

universe and supernatural environment, the elements contained in life cycle ceremonies as well as spaces 

in dalem are structurally suitable.  

Prayer and offerings for ancestor spirits and senthong is in a position between the supernatural and 

society. Prayer and offerings for supernatural objects andsaka guru pillars - brunjung roof located 

between the supernatural environment and the universe. Feast/ bancakan and emper are in a position 

between the universe and the society. Repeatability of function and form aspects surface structure 

indicates that the structure remains unchanged and it is called deep structure. Public space is a place of 

social interaction is reflected in the activities of feast/ bancakan take place in thejogan and emper. 
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Figure7.Model of dalem  

elements structure  

Figure8.Model life-cycle ceremonies  

Elements structure 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

As a conclusion of this study can be stated that: firstly, public space as a container of social 

interaction activity is an integral part of the Java community efforts to seek the safety of life, especially in 

building relationships and maintaining harmony with society. Secondly, the use of structuralism approach 

in this study proved to be able to reveal the deep structure which lies in the subconscious mind. This 

approach can be used to read other works of architectures. Thirdly, the understanding of the public spaces 

in traditional Javanese house can give input to all stakeholders associated with the design of public space 

which takes into account local values. Finally, a new understanding of public space based on local values 

may be an alternative design reference in parallel with the design of public space which based on foreign 

values. 
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